
I am writing this story to share a success that would make any animal lover proud.  

A fellow rescuer, Inge Halstein, passed away suddenly on October 28th, 2012, after a 
heart transplant she received failed.  In the months leading up to her last breath, while 
she was in and out of the hospital, she advised fellow rescuers that the adult cats in her 
cattery were all being cared for by paid caretakers.  It was our belief that her 
advisement was accurate and being carried out.  What we have come to learn is that 
these “paid caretakers” did not follow through on their agreement and that the 39 cats in 
the cattery went without food, water or care for, at a minimum of, 2 weeks.  As 
concerned rescuers, throughout the last few months of her life, we had sent MANY 
emails, facebook messages and made telephone calls to the parties that were 
supposed to be involved in the care of these animals and were met with both 
appeasement and adversity, with most of the contacts leaving us with a feeling of 
restlessness and uncertainty as to what was truly happening to these animals.

After several requests, we were first allowed to 
enter the property on November 6th, 2012, and 
what we observed was a cattery with MANY cats 
that were in medical distress, with no food or water, 
begging for affection with overloaded filthy litter 
boxes.  We took full advantage of this opportunity to 
photograph the deplorable conditions and the cats 
in need, purchase food and litter, wash and clean all 
litter boxes and interact with and evaluate all 
animals imprisoned in the cattery.  Knowing that all 
of these cats needed vetting as soon as possible, 
we immediately formulated a game plan and began 
removing cats.  After massive and constant 
communication and coordination, we removed all 39 
cats off of the property and in with reputable 
rescues/adopters by December 7th, 2012.  This 
included vetting for all cats with only 2 having to be 
put down due to serious visible and confirmed 
cancer masses that were making it difficult for the 
animals to exist and function without suffering.

The reputable rescues involved in this undertaking are the following:

New Beginnings for Animals - Mission Viejo, OC Small Paws Cat Rescue - Fountain 
Valley, D.R.E.A.M. Animal Rescue - Laguna Niguel, MeoowzResQ - Orange, Luigiʼs 
Rescue - Simi Valley, Kitty Katchers - Lakewood, Kitt Crusaders - Los Angeles, 
2TheResQ - Sherman Oaks, Compassionate Animal Rescue for Medical Aid (CARMA) - 
Mission Viejo, and numerous independent rescuers.
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We have a Chip In created to assist with the costs of this undertaking that we 
miraculously completed in just one months time.  I have attached the link for the Chip In 
if donation angels are among us to help us complete this endeavor.  We are proud to be 
a part of saving the lives of these 39 cats and are most proud of the fact that we were 
able to carry out the dying wishes of our fellow rescuer.  May she rest in peace knowing 
that we accomplished the wish that she held most important in her heart.  

Thank you for your support and generosity with this adverse situation.

http://inge38.chipin.com/inges-cats
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